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Abstract—We start by identifying a relatively efficient version
of sphere decoding algorithm (SDA) that performs exact maximum-likelihood (ML) decoding. We develop novel algorithms
based on an improved increasing radius search (IIRS), which
offer error performance and decoding complexity between two
extremes: the ML receiver and the nulling–canceling (NC) receiver
with detection ordering. With appropriate choices of parameters,
our IIRS offers the flexibility to trade error performance for complexity. We provide design intuitions and guidelines, analytical
parameter specifications, and a semianalytical error-performance
analysis. Simulations illustrate that IIRS achieves considerable
complexity reduction, while maintaining performance close to
ML.
Index Terms—Closest-point algorithm, multiple-input multipleoutput (MIMO) decoding, sphere decoding.

I. INTRODUCTION

C

ONSIDER the following generic model:
(1)

where ,
,
,
has full column
rank,
, and and denote the sets of integers and real
numbers, respectively. Operating on , the matrix generates
. The
a lattice that we denote as
closest-point problem is: Given
and a lattice with a
that minimizes
known generator , find the lattice vector
the Euclidean distance from to ; that is,
, where
represents the vector norm.
In a wireless communication context, , , and are the
transmitted, received, and the additive white Gaussian noise
(AWGN) vectors, whereas contains the channel coefficients.
, where
represents the
The distribution of is
is a random matrix, often with
Gaussian distribution, and
known statistical properties. Furthermore, instead of the whole
, is usually drawn from a finite subset
integer lattice
. In block decoding, we are interested in determining the
maximum-likelihood (ML) estimate of , subject to the finite
alphabet (FA) constraints
.
Under FA constraints, closest-point algorithms can be emin various applications, including space–time
ployed to find
decoding, equalization of block transmissions, and multiuser

detection. A well-known closest-point algorithm, the sphere decoding algorithm (SDA), was introduced to determine vectors
with small norms in an arbitrary lattice [6], but has gained popularity in lattice-code decoding [14], symbol-synchronous codedivision multiple-access (CDMA) detection [3], and space–time
decoding [9], [16]. A variate of SDA, first used by Schnorr
and Euchner and which appeared recently in both [1] and [4],
includes an ordering mechanism to improve search efficiency.
With AWGN and the random channel model, where the enare independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.)
tries of
, the average complexity of the SDA was found in [9]
and [10], along with a method to determine the initial search
radius. To achieve ML error performance, SDA with increasing
radius search (IRS) was also suggested in [10] and [14]. A novel
closest-point algorithm that examines candidates for in a descending probability order was developed in [17]. Soft versions
of SDA are also available to enable near-capacity performance
of multiple-antenna systems [11], [15]. Other related works on
SDA include [5] and [8].
We first review SDA and its improved versions in Section II.
In Section III, we derive several variants of SDA with improved
IRS (IIRS). Exploiting the AWGN model only, our algorithm
achieves near-ML error performance with considerably reduced
complexity. We conclude in Section IV.
Notation: Upper (lower) bold face letters denote maand
denote transpose
trices (column vectors);
and pseudoinverse, respectively;
denotes the
Chi-square distribution with probability density function
,
(pdf)
represents the Gamma function. For brevity, the
where
standard Chi-square distribution with
is denoted by .
II. IMPROVED SDAS
The basic idea of SDA is to search in a hypersphere of
radius centered at the received vector . Even though points
in this hypersphere are searched exhaustively, calculations are
performed recursively, based on a search tree to enable reusing
intermediate computations. For detailed discussions on SDA,
interested readers can check, e.g., [1], [6], and [14].
A. Schnorr–Euchner Variate of SDA
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Recently, a variant of the SDA appeared in both [1] and [4].
Since this version of SDA was first used by Schnorr and Euchner, it is abbreviated as the SE-SDA [1]. The key difference
of the SE-SDA from the conventional SDA lies in a simple ordering of the candidates at each dimension. Specifically, the
candidates are examined in a descending probabilistic order. A
careful examination of SE-SDA reveals that the first candidate
, which is the nulling–canceling (NC)
of checked is always
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estimate from [7]. Under the AWGN model, SE-SDA enables
considerable complexity reduction.
B. SDA With Detection Ordering
SDA with detection ordering was introduced by Fincke
and Pohst as a useful heuristic [6]. After rearranging columns
of , the first lattice point examined by SE-SDA is the
NC solution with received symbol-energy-based detection
ordering, which appeared recently in [12]. Under a well-accepted random channel model, we provided a statistical
justification in [17]. SDA with detection ordering proceeds as
follows. Rearrange the columns of
to obtain
, such that
. Permute the entries of and accordingly; and then apply SDA. This ordering
allows for considerable decoding speedup without bringing
further complications to SDA.
C. SDA With IRS
A simple method to determine the search radius based on the
AWGN model was introduced in [9], which is effective for the
medium-to-high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) regime. For a fixed
search radius, there is always a probability that no candidate is
found. Hence, increasing the radius is needed to achieve ML or
near-ML performance while maintaining the SDA’s efficiency.
be
The SDA with IRS is as follows. Let
a set of sphere radii. Execute the SDA with search radius
. If a
candidate is found, terminate the program; otherwise, run SDA
. This algorithm was iniagain with the next radius until
tially mentioned in [14] without explicitly giving the set of radii,
, where is a
which was suggested in [10] as
is determined by
.A
small number and
closed-form expression for the average complexity of the SDA
in our simulawith IRS was derived in [10]. Here, we fix
tions. An efficient SDA achieving exact ML error performance
is the SE-SDA with detection ordering and IRS.

Fig. 1.

Search tree of the SDA.

complete path corresponds to a candidate of , where the path
metric is the sum of its branch metrics. From Fig. 1, it can be
observed that paths 1 and 2 are more promising than path 3.
A. Ordering Promising Paths
To check paths efficiently, we will examine promising paths
according to an ascending order of their predicted average Eufails, a
clidean distance. When the SDA search with radius
path in an -dimensional problem often consists of two segbranches, where branch
ments. The first segment comprises
metrics have been calculated. Let the sum of these branch met. The parameters
and
are generated
rics be
by the SDA search with
. For the second segment with
branches, branch metrics remain unknown. It is clear that
. We predict the average Euclidean distance of a path
and
next. Let us assume that
based on the parameters
promising paths correspond to either or its immediate neighor
, where
bors. Hence, path metrics are either
is a column vector of ,
, and
.
of the first segment, we determine
Given parameters and
the probability of the null hypothesis that this partial path corre. Simsponds to , which is denoted by
ilarly, the probability of the alternative hypothesis is denoted by
. Due to the simplifying assumption, we have
. Denote the segment of a vector
starting from index to as
. Since
and
, it follows
that:

III. SDA WITH IMPROVED IRS
By exploiting the AWGN model, IRS can improve the computational efficiency of the conventional SDA. However, there is
an apparent waste of computations in the SDA with IRS. Specifically, for any sphere radius
, there is always a probability that
this sphere does not contain any valid lattice point. When this
to
,
happens, the SDA increases the search radius from
and searches again. Computations in the search with radius
are discarded, but they are recalculated in the search with radius
. To reduce this loss and provide a mechanism to further
lower search complexity, we will develop improved IRS (IIRS)
algorithms.
The intuition behind the new IIRS is as follows. Whenever the
fails, an incomplete search tree is
SDA search with radius
constructed, from which promising paths can often be identified.
Our IIRS exploits the valuable information on likely candidates
conveyed by this partial tree. An incomplete tree for a fourdimensional (4-D) binary search is depicted in Fig. 1, where the
. Each branch in the th level of the tree is
initial radius is
associated with a candidate of . Starting from the root, each

where
and
need
to be calculated only once for a certain SNR, and are introduced
to reduce computational cost in implementation. It follows that
. The average squared Euof a path can be calculated as
clidean distance
(2)
Checking paths in an ascending order of their average distances
maximizes the average probability to find the vector with minimum distance early.
B. Additional SDA Constraints
Ordering promising paths induces a probabilistic structure.
However, keeping track of all paths results in an undesirable
exponentially growing memory. Our ultimate goal is to design
algorithms with linear memory and near-ML error performance.
To reduce memory requirements, we rely on several additional
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constraints. First, we employ two sphere radii
in
plays the role of search
a single SDA search. The radius
upper bounds
radius as in the conventional SDA, whereas
distance of promising paths when the SDA search with
fails.
to confine the search to
Second, we employ a threshold
promising paths. This divides paths in two categories: promising
, it is a promising path,
or unlikely. If a path satisfies
and is ordered according to its average distance calculated by
(2); otherwise, it is unlikely, and is ignored. These constraints
are illustrated in Fig. 1, where only paths falling in the shaded
returns no
area are checked, whenever the SDA search with
candidate.
To further clarify our design intention and specify design
be the complexity of the version of SDA
parameters, let
. No exact
discussed in Section II with search radius
analytical expression is available for
. The complexity of
, where
IRS can be written as
comprise most of the search
the first two terms
. Furthermore,
complexity for a suitable choice of , say
the probability of finding the ML estimate with complexity
is
. Our goal here is to determine suitable
,
, and
values such that the first improved SDA
,
search has considerably less complexity than
yet its probability of success is approximately
. Due
to the lack of analytical expressions for both complexity and
probability of error, the optimal parameters are rather difficult,
if not impossible, to specify. Here, we will pursue a suboptimal
to be
.
approach. As a first step, we set
In communications, the dimension is often an even integer
, where
. To simplify our analysis, we furand
. Letting
ther assume that
and
, we have
,
is independent of
. For
and
,
, and
, the condian improved SDA with parameters
tional probability that the path corresponding to is promising
can be calculated as

(3)
and
are actuwhere
ally independent of SNR, and we have used the fact that
. The probability that the first
improved SDA search is successful can be approximated by
, where we have assumed that
the search is successful when there is a promising path with
. To guarantee that
is close to , we
distance less than
and
such that
.
choose parameters
C. IIRS-A
Relying on path ordering and the additional constraints, we
.
consider a modification to the original SDA with radius
,
, and
, SDA-A is as folBased on the parameters
during an SDA
lows. Before any candidate is found within

search, we calculate the average distance for each path satisand
, retaining only inforfying
mation about the most promising path. Whenever the SDA with
fails, SDA-A either provides information about the most
promising path, or indicates that there is no such path. If the
latter is true, or the actual distance of the most promising path is
, SDA-A fails; otherwise, it returns the candigreater than
date corresponding to the most promising path. Except for the
small overhead in finding the most promising path, SDA-A en. Replacing
joys the same complexity as SDA with radius
SDA in IRS with SDA-A results in IIRS-A, which occupies
linear memory.
We compare the average decoding complexity of IIRS-A
and IRS via Monte Carlo simulations. The average number
is used to
of floating point operations per decoding
indicate decoding complexity. We will provide complexity-exponent plots, where the complexity exponent is defined by
. Furthermore, we will consider a block fading
channel, where many symbol vectors are transmitted through
the same channel realization . These symbol blocks share the
same preprocessing steps that include detection ordering and
QR decomposition of . Henceforth, we ignore preprocessing
computations for both IIRS and IRS.
We illustrate the decoding complexity reduction and symbolerror performance loss of IIRS-A relative to IRS with an exas the set
ample. For IRS, we employ
. Both detection ordering and SE
of search radii, where
ordering are employed. For IIRS-A, we use the set of radius
pairs
, where
along with
are determined for the first SDA-A search,
as described in Section III-B. If increasing the radius is neceswill be employed in all subsequent searches.
sary, the same
is conExample 1—Part 1: The IIRS-A for
sidered with a 4-pulse-amplitude modulation (PAM) constel,
lation. For the first SDA-A search, we fix
, and minimize
under the constraint
. With
value as
Mathematica, we were able to determine a suitable
, where the corresponding
, and the paand
in (3) are
and
,
rameters
respectively. Based on these parameters, we find that
. When we examine the first SDA-A of IIRS-A and the
SDA of conventional IRS, the complexity reduction brought
by IIRS-A becomes apparent. SDA-A searches with the radius
, and succeeds with a probability near 0.99;
,
whereas SDA uses a considerably larger radius
but succeeds with smaller probability 0.90. The ratio of average flops per decoding for IRS over IIRS-A is reported in the
second row of Table I. It can be observed that considerable complexity reduction is achieved for all SNR values at the expense
of 0.5 dB symbol-error rate (SER) degradation, as depicted in
Fig. 2. Furthermore, we observe from the complexity exponent
plot in Fig. 3 that both IIRS-A and IRS exhibit polynomial com, the decoding complexity. In fact, for the target SER
plexity is less than cubic, which is within the reach of current
technology.
D. IIRS-B
By considering the most promising path only, our IIRS-A
achieves a SER performance within 0.5 dB of an ML detector,
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TABLE I
COMPLEXITY REDUCTION IN AVERAGE NUMBER OF FLOPS PER
DECODING BROUGHT BY IIRS ALGORITHMS WHEN
=
= 32 AND 4-PAM CONSTELLATION

M N

M N

Fig. 2. SER comparison between IIRS algorithms and the conventional IRS
for
=
= 32 and 4-PAM constellation.
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promising paths than SDA-A. If no such path exists, or no candican be determined from these paths, SDA-B
date within
fails; otherwise, we test on the first candidate found with dis. Suppose that
and
are the parametance
ters of the next promising path. If they are not available, we
and
instead. The probability of a promising path
use
and
to beat the current best distance
with parameters
is
, where
and
.
can be chosen based on the performance gap beA threshold
and each
tween IIRS-A and conventional IRS. For a given
, a threshold
can be determined by Mathematica. If
, we decide that the current candidate is
; otherwise, if we have information about the promising path
under consideration, we calculate its distance with the upper
bound . If a better candidate is found, we update . Perform the
test again with for the next path. If no candidate is found reliable, then SDA-B fails. Combining SDA-B with IRS results in
our IIRS-B, which enjoys near-ML performance and also linear
memory.
SDA-B offers two improvements over SDA-A. First, the three
most promising paths are tracked by SDA-B, which enables
near-ML performance with linear memory. Second, the testing
is an effective mechanism to guarantee the reliability of a candidate. It is clear that this testing relies only on the AWGN model.
Example 1—Part 2: For the same system setting as in Example 1—Part 1, we compare SER and complexity of IIRS-B
against the conventional IRS. To mitigate the 0.5 dB error-per. The SER performance loss of IIRS-A, we use
formance is shown in Fig. 2, from which we observe that
IIRS-B closely approaches the ML performance. The computational speedup is reported in the third row of Table I, and
the complexity exponent is depicted in Fig. 3. Considerable
complexity reduction is achieved by IIRS-B; while both IRS
and IIRS-B entail affordable complexity.
E. Eliminating Channel-Model Dependency

Fig. 3. Comparison of the average number of flops per decoding, in terms of
complexity exponents between IIRS algorithms and the conventional IRS, for
=
= 32 and 4-PAM constellation.

M N

which suggests that ML performance can be approached by exploiting a few most promising paths. To obtain near-ML per,
, and
formance, we develop SDA-B with parameters
as follows. Before any candidate is found within
during
an SDA search, we calculate the average distance for each path
and
, and keep comsatisfying
plete information about the three most promising paths. Whenfails, SDA-B provides more information on
ever SDA with

The IIRS variants of SDA that we developed so far deonly through the ordering of
pend on the random model of
promising paths. We will derive a new ordering here to eliminate this dependency. Under the assumption that a promising
corresponds to the transpath with parameters , , and
mitted vector , the average path distance can be calculated
. Ordering promising paths according
as
, we obtain a different ordering, which is into the new
dependent of the statistical model of . Since there is only
one path corresponding to , the predicted
is often much
smaller than the actual path distance. Hence, the probability
structure becomes less apparent than ordering according to
in (2) is often near zero
(2). Nonetheless, the probability
for a few very promising paths. For these leading paths, the
probability order remains approximately invariant under both
. Since our IIRS algorithms track only a few
definitions of
most promising paths, we expect IIRS to achieve similar SER
is easier
under both path orderings. Furthermore, this new
to compute than that in (2). Replacing the path ordering in
IIRS-B with our new ordering mechanism results in IIRS-C.
Example 1—Part 3: We here compare SER and decoding
complexity of the IIRS-C against the conventional IRS. Based
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on previous calculations, we set
and
.
The SER performance is shown in Fig. 2, from which it is evident that IIRS-C also closely approaches the ML performance.
The ratio of the average flops per decoding is also reported in
Table I. We can observe that considerable complexity reduction
is achieved by IIRS-C without exploiting the random model of
the channel matrix .
F. SER Degradation From ML Performance
Here, we analyze the error-probability loss of IIRS algorithms
as the
relative to ML. We employ
set of search radius pairs for IIRS. To simplify analysis, we
assume the most promising path corresponds to either or its
immediate neighbor.
We examine the performance degradation of IIRS-A
first, considering one SDA-A search with radius pair
and no candidate within distance
. For a
such that
noise realization , we determine the parameter
and
. For this
, we define
and
,
. Given
,
, and
with
where
and
, we calculate the conditional error probability first, which corresponds to the event
that an immediate neighbor of looks more promising based
on path-length prediction, yet its actual distance is larger
but less than
. Given
and
, we define
than
and
, where
and
are independent columns of . We determine the conditional pdf of
next. Conditioned on
, random
the random variable
are independent and identically noncentral
variables
Chi-square distributed [13], with the cumulative distribution
,
function (cdf) given by
denotes the th-order generalized Marcum Q
where
is the smallest order
function. It follows by definition that
statistic of noncentral Chi-square random variables, and the
is given by
cdf of
[2]. Similarly,
follows a noncentral Chi square distribution
, and
is indewith cdf
pendent from . For
, the desired conditional
symbol-error probability can be found as

Fig. 4. SER comparison between IIRS-C, IRS, and NC for
and 2-PAM constellation.

M = N = 64

on this equality, we can easily reduce (4) to a single integration
with finite limits, which can be evaluated with Matlab or
, the path corresponding to
Mathematica. For
is not promising, and
can be similarly calculated as

(5)
The unconditional probability
is the error probability
,
of SDA-A with the search radius pair
and is given by
, where the analytical expression
for
is given in (4) and (5), and the joint
is a mixed
distribution
distribution that is rather difficult to derive analytically.
Nonetheless, Monte Carlo integration can be employed to
by randomly generating a large amount of
evaluate
vectors, determining , , and
from these realizations,
and averaging. Finally, the additional error probability of
,
IIRS-A relative to ML can be approximated by
where the approximation accuracy increases with SNR.
Error-performance degradation of IIRS-B and IIRS-C are
,
similar, and can be approximated by
is the probability threshold used in testing.
where
G. Practical Considerations

(4)
where the condition
indicates that there is
a candidate more promising than , and the condition
insures that it does incur a
symbol error. The reason that there is no ordering for
is that
SDA-A keeps the most promising path only. It is known that
with respect to is
the derivative of
, where
is
the th-order modified Bessel function of the first kind. Based

Example 2: We touch upon practical aspects of IRS and
IIRS-C and further test their efficiency. We consider a system
and 2-PAM constellation. IIRS-C is comwith
pared with SE-SDA with IRS and detection ordering. Based on
and
the procedure described in Section III-B, we set
. The corresponding probability of success for the
. Hence, the set of IIRS-C search rafirst search is
dius pair is
. For the conven.
tional IRS, we set the search radius as
. It is clear that IIRS-C uses a much
In both cases,
in the first search. The SER performance of
smaller radius
IIRS-C, IRS, and NC with detection order is plotted in Fig. 4.
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dependence on the underlying channel model. We provided
design guidelines, analytical parameter specifications, and
error-degradation analysis. Simulations confirmed our design
steps, and indicated that IIRS is effective for a wide range of
dimensions and SNR values.
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